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Getting stuck in Van Buren County cave doesn't stop 71year-old spelunker
Since Marion Smith began
caving in 1966, he's
squeezed into innumerable
tight spaces like the one he
entered Friday afternoon.
Marion Smith

As soon as I got in
the thing, I literally
said, “I’ll never get
out of here.”

But this particular cranny
he wedged himself into
while looking for new cave
openings in Van Buren
County, Tenn., was more
akin to an impassible hole.
A rock on Smith's left fell
and pinned him in to the
space, resulting in a rescue
effort that included nearly
50 people and a trip to the
hospital that Smith, 71, cut
short after deciding he was
ready to leave.
Crews had to micro-blast
the rock to dislodge it.
"I just yielded to the old
temptation that I've yielded
to for many decades and
foolishly went in," Smith
said of the maneuver that
resulted in his trapping.
"And as soon as I got in
the thing, I literally said, 'I'll
never get out of here.' I
literally said that."
Though ChattanoogaHamilton County Rescue
Service assistant chief
Buddy Lane, a longtime
friend of Smith, said that
the immediate decompression of escaping such a
situation can be dangerous
and even deadly without
proper medical attention,
Smith is hoping to return
to the caves today.

Rappelling the Rumble Room

"This incident, all it did was
screw up my plans for the
weekend," said Smith, who
pays no mind to the inevitable physical limitations of

age. When Sports Illustrated came to Van Buren
County in 2003 to feature
Smith and the environmental battle he participated in to prevent a Van
Buren County cave from
becoming the destination
of a sewage dump, the
magazine portrayed Smith
as a successful but aging
spelunker.
"Despite a bad back, fading
eyesight and other infirmities of age, he is impervious to pain, unable to sit
still with passage ahead of
him," writer Michael Taylor said of Smith, then 60
years old.
Those words remain true
of Smith. In fact, he has
only sped up. Though
quick to clarify that other
cavers are taking on the
most challenging passages,
he said he spent more time
underground in 2013 than
any other year in his life.
"He's so hardcore, you
wouldn't believe it," Lane
said.
Smith was part of a small
group that in 1998 discovered the Rumble Room.
Now known as one of the
largest cave chambers in
the United States, the
Rumble Room remained a
secret known only by
Smith and the other discoverers until the sewage
proposal threatened the
cave and its underground
stream system in 2000.
The proposal brought national media attention,
including the Sports Illustrated piece.

Paparazzi no longer tag
along with Smith on his
expeditions, but Smith
does not do what he does
for the attention or even
just the thrill of discovering
untraveled underground
spaces.
Much of his interest in
caving is derived from the
historical context that the
area caverns hold with
their ties to the Civil War
when they were mined for
saltpeter.
Smith relocated to Van
Buren County because of
its caving allure after retiring from the University of
Tennessee, where he researched and edited on
President Andrew Johnson.
"It is my passion, my all,
frankly, even though I do
have other interests," said
Smith, who considers himself a caving "lifer."
"Even if I'm physically impossible to go in a wild
cave, surely I can be put in
a wheelchair and wheeled
to a commercial cave," he
said. "And if I can't be sitting up in a cave, surely
they can put me on a
stretcher and wheel me
into one."

Contact David Cobb at
dcobb@timesfreepress.com
or 423-757-6731.
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Sinkholes in Missouri bring pollution threats
Water pollution proves to be the little-known threat behind
sinkholes
By Samantha Hubbard

Sinkhole Pollution

January 16, 2014 | 12:00
a.m. CST

With 15,981 sinkholes,
Missouri is geological Swiss
cheese. For hundreds of
years, these sinkholes have
acted as dumps, filling up
with trash to the point that
no one can tell they were
sinkholes to begin with.
“You name it, we have
found it,” says Klaus Leidenfrost, project manager
for Goodwin Sinkhole and
Cave Restoration. “The
thing we have to remember is whatever you put on
the surface of the ground
in a karst environment is
going to go underground,
sooner or later,” Beard
says. Karst is like a sponge.

Old carpet and rags hang
from the side of the Goodwin Sinkhole in Laclede
County. They wave in the
air like flags marking a devastated site. Covered with
dirt, a once-white stuffed
bunny sits like a mascot at
the entrance to the gravel
road that zigzags down to
the bottom of the sinkhole. A pile of worn-down
tires that could take you
through time sits at the
top, showing the progress
of the Missouri Caves and
Karst Conservancy. But
one look to the bottom
shows there is still a lot to
be done.
Experts say a sinkhole collapse shouldn’t worry people. Pollution should.
Sinkhole pollution is a bigger threat than sinkhole
collapse, which — with its
dramatic “earth-swallowsman” headlines — gets all
of the attention. In reality,
“only 15 percent of all
sinkholes are collapsed in
origin,” says Jon Beard,
vice president of MCKC.
When a sinkhole opens up,
people tend to dump their
trash in it. Seems like basic
human tomfoolery. The
consequences of doing so
in karst environments -—
landscapes with limestone
foundations that have been
eroded to create sinkholes, caves and the porous ground — is that everything thrown in a sinkhole might directly contaminate the water.

When you soak up dirty
water, then rinse it out,
some of the filth comes
out with the water, and
some stays in the sponge,
and it infects the next
batch of water. In the same
way, the limestone and
dolomite found all
throughout the ground in
mid-Missouri absorb the
trash dumped by people
unaware of its effect.
Water Contamination
Many Columbians get their
water from the Missouri
River. But this does not
mean it’s in the clear.
Trash and pollutants that
come through the karst
land eventually flow into
streams, which feed the
river. Although the pollutant might be diluted after
traveling such a far distance, the water comes
from many feeder streams,
and the amount of pollution can add up.

“What you put in the
sinkhole we have to drink
eventually,” says Bryan
Mayhan, assistant director
of MU’s Center for Applied Research and Environmental Systems.
Living with Sinkholes
Ken Horn has spent almost 25 years living on
land dotted with sinkholes
across the road from Rock
Bridge State Park. Horn
knew the property had
sinkholes when he moved
in. He was sure to build
around the already depressed sinkholes and didn’t find pollution in them at
the time. One sinkhole in
particular, at the front of
his house, fills up with water after rainstorms. His
horses bathe and drink
from it until the water
drains out in the cave system, Horn says. So much is
still unknown about living
on this type of land. In fact,
there’s debate about
whether animals should be
allowed near sinkholes.
Cattle in Taney County are
to blame for polluting the
Tumbling Creek cavesnail,
Beard says. A cattle farm
was set up over karst, and
the grass was not given
proper time to mature.
That meant that when cattle died, toxins from their
carcasses infiltrated the
cave’s groundwater more
easily.
“The health of the human
race depends on the health
of the caves and karst,”
says Bonnie Heim, an
MCKC director. This is
why the group organizes
sinkhole cleanups; it is try-

to prevent pollution
while preserving the
cave system. The work
is volunteer-based and
requires a lot of
funding. “Seeing people
here gives me hope,”
says Courtney Kulinski,
a volunteer at the
Goodwin Sinkhole
cleanup. “It’s
refreshing.”

When a sinkhole opens up,
people tend to
dump their
trash in it…...

Goodwin Sinkhole & Cave
January 2011
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Exploring Stubblefield Cave
February 2nd, 2014
A team of five from the
Lake Ozarks Grotto met
on this cold morning to
visit Stubblefield cave.
Participants were Ken, L.,
Darren D., Christen E.,
Dennis N. and Brenda G.
We met at the Jiffy Stop in
Kaiser, Mo. After making
sure we had everything,
we headed down highway
42 toward the cave.
Twelve miles later we
were at the landowners
house. Josh, who owns the
cave met us and after a
brief chat he said we could
just follow behind him on
his 4-wheeler. This is
where it started to get
interesting. The path was
only as wide as the 4wheeler, winding thru
scrub brush and small
trees. The trees were
coated with ice from a
previous storm and a lot of
the limbs were hanging
very low. So with Ken in
the lead away we went.
Ken was knocking ice off
of the trees and the brush
was rubbing his truck most
of the time until we finally
arrived about 60 yards
from the cave. Once we
parked we retrieved all of
our equipment, which included two cable ladders
and rope gear. Josh lead
the way down the hill to
the cave entrance. It was
small and lots of steam was
coming out of it. We decided to just use the two
cable ladders as it was only
a 37 foot drop. Ken was
the first one down the
ladders which were swinging every way they could,
making it very difficult to
descend. Once he was on

Entrance to Stubblefield Cave
the bottom of the pit, the
ladder was held tight and
everyone else descended
except Josh. He had to go
back to his house and said
he would come back and
check on us later. What a
relief to be in the cave. It
was a warm 60 degrees
compared to the 18 degrees outside. We
crouched under a rock
ledge and started into the
cave. After a brief duck
walk the cave opened up.
It was very spacious and
highly decorated! We
could not believe all of the
formations it had in it.
Everyone went in different

directions to explore and
see what was there. There
were numerous pipistrell
bats hanging from the ceiling, most of them heavy
with condensation. There
were abundant formations
everywhere. The cave
spread out and was very
open with mostly walking
passage. You could tell that
the cave had not had a lot
of visitors because everything was in pristine condition. Josh had mentioned
that it had another entrance and Dennis and
Brenda found it. It had fell
in many years ago and was
not passable.

A couple of hours
were spent in the cave
taking pictures and
looking at everything.
Then it was time to
head out. Ken was the
first one out followed
by the rest of the
group. It sure was a lot
easier climbing out
than it was going in.
The bad thing about
being back on the
surface was the fact
that it was still cold!
We hurried up and
gathered our gear and
climbed the “goat
mountain“ back to the
trucks. After Ken went
the wrong direction,
getting us lost in the
woods, we finally
found our way out and
back to Josh’s house.
All in all it was a great
caving trip and
everyone really
enjoyed themselves!
Submitted by Ken Long
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EXPLORING MISSOURI CAVES and CAVING HISTORY
Part 3
The Mid-Missouri Speleological Club 1958-1960
By Dwight Weaver

Over the past 50
years there has been a
number of caving clubs
spring up in Missouri,
stay active for several
years, and then fade
away into the mists of
caving history. The St.
Louis area has been by
far Missouri’s most
prolific generator of
these types of caving
clubs.
Groups associated
with schools or comprised mainly of high
school students are often short-lived unless
an established teacher
sponsors the club. One
such group, though not
sponsored by a school
or teacher, called themselves the Mid-Missouri
Speleological Club
(MMS).
They were located
in Jefferson City (Cole
County), were productive from 1958 to 1960,
and consisted, with the
exception of the author, of high school
juniors and seniors.
At the beginning of the
summer 1958 I had
completed my second
year of college and was
back in central Missouri. At this time I was
an active member of

the Western Missouri
Grotto (WMO - Warrensburg, Mo), the only
prominent non-school
affiliated National Speleological Society (NSS)
chapter and general
caving group in Missouri at that time.
WMO was the principal mover and shaker
of the newly organized
Missouri Speleological
Survey (MSS) established in 1956. I was
contacted by several
Jefferson City high
school boys who knew
I was a caver; one of
them lived a couple of
blocks from my parent’s home and another
one had gotten acquainted with me by
other means. They said
they and several of
their friends wanted to
organize a caving club
in Jeff and asked me to
help them do so. I
agreed because I saw it
as an opportunity to
obtain caving companions close to home.
An organizational
meeting was held and
about 10 young people
showed up. Different
names for the group
were discussed. They
settled on Mid-Missouri
Speleological Club. As
it developed, some of

the “Survey’s” cooperators (In the remainder
of this article I will refer to the MSS as the
“Survey” to avoid confusion with the acronyms MSS for the Missouri Speleological Survey and MMS for the
Mid-Missouri Speleological Club) were
concerned about their
use of the word
“speleologist,” since it
means “the science of
caves,” and the members of the MMS were
simply high school students.
They did not have
degrees in recognized
scientific disciplines
and were not established academics with a
track record of speleological accomplishments. They insisted on
using the term, however, to impress upon
other cavers of the seriousness of their intent.
A complete list of
the members of the
Mid-Missouri Speleologists has not been located by the author but
those known to have
been active members
between 1958 and 1960
according to the author’s files included:
Judy Forbis, Robert
Girard, John Harp,
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Nick Hohenstreet, Jean
Knaebal, John
Kratochvil, Larry
Nebel, Don Otto,
Emily Rodeman, Joyce
Thornton, Dwight
Weaver, Oliver Whyte
and Bill Wills.
Because the group
was composed of high
school students two
adults besides the
author also helped the
club. They were Mrs.
Phyllis Wills and Mrs.
E Rodeman. At this
early date in the
development of
organized caving in
Missouri there was
verbal scuffling going
on among various
cavers statewide over
the terms “spelunker,”
“caver,” and
“speleologist.” The
word “spelunker” was
generally applied to the
recreational,
inexperienced or
amateur caver, while
the word “speleologist”
was considered more
appropriate for
individuals with college
degrees, professional
skills or individuals
who had produced
studies and formal
papers that had been
through the referee
process before
publication in a
recognized scientific
publication.
The Missouri
Speleological Survey
had among its founders
and early members’
college professors as
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well as quite a few
graduate college students with serious interests in various scientific disciplines. Some
of the more educationally advanced individuals in Missouri’s early
organized caving community were not particularly happy about
individuals they regarded as “spelunkers”
calling themselves
“speleologists.”
This attitude became
apparent to me in 1957
when the “Survey”
fielded a big expedition
into the Devil’s Icebox.
After the field trip, a
newspaper feature
about the expedition
appeared in the Jefferson City newspaper and
implied that the
“Survey’s” cavers were
“amateurs.” This exploded in private correspondence when the
professional members
of the organization
learned of it. The author of the newspaper
article quickly received
an earful of complaint
and advice from one of
the “Survey’s” most
prominent professionals.
At the beginning of
organized caving in
Missouri there was
clearly an element of
competition between
newly organizing
groups. Middle Missis-

sippi Valley Grotto in
St. Louis organized in
1958 and for a brief
time there was verbal
sparring between some
members of WMO and
MMV over caving jurisdictions, who should
do what, and what was
or was not being accomplished in cave
mapping. A battle was
also brewing over the
fact that the Missouri
Speleological Survey
was controlled by just
three directors -- the
three who founded the
survey – Dr. Oscar
Hawksley, Jerry Vineyard and Frank Dahlgren.
Some cavers in the
St. Louis area accused
them of being dictatorial. By 1962 this attitude would result in a
major upset in Missouri’s organized caving community and the
administrative structure
of the “Survey” would
be re-organized, but
that was still several
years in the future.
This restless nature of
the Missouri’s early ambitious cavers also resulted in some dissatisfaction with the NSS,
threats to end membership, and even led to
the creation of a new
but short-lived national
organization in St.
Louis to compete, at
least here in the Midwest, with the NSS.
Even the “qualified
caver” program that

came along in the early
1960s and caused a lot
of ruckus had its roots
in some of this original
quarrelling. Too many
cavers in the early days
were “turf” oriented
and a lot of it revolved
around work being
done in Carroll Cave in
Camden County, the
first large cave system
to engage the attention
and deep emotions of
Missouri cavers.
Just a few months
following the founding
of the Mid-Missouri
Speleological Club in
the summer of 1958,
the Little Dixie Speleologists of Columbia,
Missouri, was organized. It was a name that
was destined for trouble. Old rumors say
that some of the cavers
of the group found that
land owners in some
parts of central Missouri did not like the
name, but as the club
grew there were members with both northern and southern sentiments and this appears
to have finally forced
the club to change its
name. The name was
changed briefly to
Chouteau Speleologists
and finally to Chouteau
Grotto. The Columbia
and Jeff groups briefly
became competitors in
the same caving region
even though members
of both groups often
caved together.
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Members of the MidMissouri Speleological
Club began to
correspond with
leaders of both the
Columbia group and
the “Survey.” Some
members of the Jeff
City group even
attended meetings of
the Columbia group
and were present the
night that the
Columbia group was
formally organized.
In September of
1958, one of leading
personages in the
founding of Little
Dixie Speleologists,
who was an academic
and regularly
corresponding with me
about the “Survey’s”
activities, said “The
MMS will fill a vast void
here in central Missouri.
Cavers seem to work so
much better when they are
officially members of a
group. Companionship and
the satisfaction of a growing
file of maps make the
formation of such a group
very rewarding. It is for
these reasons that we have
felt a growing need for a
group of cavers here in
Columbia. . . You may
think it wasteful to have
two such groups so close
together, but they would
only be separate by way of
meetings and to a certain
extent organization. They
could work closely together,
and the volume of work
done would thus be
increased.
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I don’t know how you feel
about cave club organizing,
but I have gotten the impression that perhaps the
forming of several groups is
frowned upon because of the
resulting conflicts, and feelings of bitter competition.
This may have been the case
with WMO and MMV,
but it shouldn’t have been
and doesn’t have to be that
way.” Unfortunately,
this wisdom was not
disseminated in a publication; it appeared only
in private correspondence that resides in
the author’s files as well
as old correspondence
in the “Survey’s” archives. The competitive
attitude between these
early groups also applied to a club’s status
with regard to the NSS
(they all wanted to be
accepted by the NSS as
a grotto). The NSS required that a grotto’s
officers be NSS members and had an established quota for how
many members of a
grotto needed to be
regular members of the
NSS for the club to be
granted grotto status.
This created a real
problem for the Jeff
City club. Only those in
the MMS who were
high school seniors
qualified. It also created
problems for the Columbia group because
many of their members
were students at the
University of Missouri.
College students are

usually strapped for
discretionary funds and
couldn’t afford to pay
dues to the club and
well as the NSS at the
same time. The college
students, it turned out,
were not always active
with the club for more
than one semester. Several members of the
Mid-Missouri Speleological Club who
had turned 17 years old
(the minimum age then
specified by the NSS
for regular membership) did join the NSS.
The NSS had a strong
influence upon the caving ambitions of many
of the early members
of Missouri’s organized
caving community.
NSS membership
whether grotto or individual was seen as a
status symbol.

Since I was living in
Fulton at that time
and not actively participating in all of the
meetings of the Jeff
City group, they corresponded with me. My
role was basically that
of an advisor and field
trip leader. We rarely
used the telephone for
communication in
those days because
nearly all of us in organized caving were
about as poor as
church mice and postage was cheap. I have
in my old correspondence files a letter in
which a member of
the “Survey” was applauded for donating
$1 and $2 to help with
expenses. A dollar
would go a long ways
in the 1950s.
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An effort was made
by the pioneering
editors of the MSS
Newsletter (predecessor
to MSS Liaison), the
editor of WMO Liaison
(published by the
Western Missouri
Grotto), the MMV
Underground (published
by Middle Mississippi
Valley Grotto) and
Missouri Speleology, the
Journal of the Missouri
Speleological Survey
(established in 1959),
to set high standards
for publication. Early
disciplines that
overshadowed much of
the caving activity
included the pursuit of
biology, geology,
paleontology and cave
mapping. The
speleologists conceded
that they needed
“spelunkers” for
general support in the
field. The word
“speleologist” finally
began to fade into the
background, implied
but seldom invoked.
The result was a
much wider acceptance
and use of the neutral
word “caver.” The Jeff
City cavers set about to
write a constitution and
by-laws and set fairly
realistic goals for the
club.
Cave mapping,
chemistry, biology, and
exploration were the
leading subjects and
the group wanted to
produce a newsletter as
soon as possible.
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They also wanted to
engage in whatever way
possible with the more
serious work being
planned and conducted
by contributors to the
“Survey.”
The Mid-Missouri Speleological Club members were caving just
about every weekend
and had started doing
so many months prior
to the club’s formal
establishment. By October 1958 enough material had accumulated
for them to produce
their first newsletter, a
22-page mimeographed
publication. They titled
their newsletter “MMS
New Notes.” The club
produced maps and
descriptions for Trash
Cave in Callaway
County; Y Cave, Crevice Cave, Dual Opening
Cave and Arch Cave in
Cole County; Hunter’s
Cave, Tower Cave,
Collapse Cave, Sink
Cave in Boone County;
Vernon Cave in Miller
County; Big Onyx Cave
in Crawford County;
and a sketch map of
Windermere Cave in
Camden County.
By far the most ambitious mapping project
by the club in its early
days was Hunter’s Cave
in an area now known
as the Three Creeks
Conservation Area in
Boone County. The
club sponsored numer-

ous trips and even
camped overnight beyond the cave’s notorious “water crawls”
while doing its mapping work. The underground camping was
considered quite a feat
since they were able to
transport an amazing
amount of equipment,
like bed-rolls, through
the “keyhole” and the
notorious sequence of
nose-dipping, eardipping water crawls
between the entrance
and the cave’s larger
interior (See the accompanying photos of base
camp at the entrance to
the cave’s Left Fork).
Many of the features in
the cave were named
by club members to aid
in describing various
portions of the cave
and its features. Most
of the names are still in
use today even though
the cave is no longer
generally available to
cavers because it is now
a protected habitat for
an endangered species
of bat. By the fall of
1958 the Jeff City club
members had mapped
5,244 feet, making
Hunter’s the second
most extensive cave in
Boone County. These
early maps were a
“learning” process for
all involved and even
though they do not reflect the high standards
of today’s cave maps,
they were a big challenge for Missouri

cavers in the beginning
years of organized caving and were rewarding
endeavors.
The NSS Convention was to be held in
Springfield, Missouri, in
1959, hosted by the
“Survey” and work toward the convention
began in 1958. MMS
members, several of
whom had joined the
NSS, participated in the
convention in one way
or another and were
recognized later in a
news story that appeared in the Daily
Capital News, Jefferson
City, April 22, 1959.
One dedicated
member of the MMS
had participated in a
high school science fair
and received high
praise for his threedimensional plaster
creation of Hunter’s
Cave. It depicted a cuta-way of the hill and
showed about 2,000
feet of the cave. He
arrived at the convention with his six-foot
long creation and
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proudly displayed it.
Most of the club
members had not even
seen the display prior
to the convention.
Little Dixie
Speleologists engaged
in a hell-bent-forleather attempt to map
as much of the Devil’s
Icebox as possible for a
convention display.
This author and several
MMS members
participated in the
endeavor. The author
also presented a formal
paper at the
convention.
In the fall of 1959
members of the club
participated in a field
trip to Ozark County
to explore and map
Smallin Cave (Christian
County) and Hooten
Cave (Stone County).
The trip was sponsored
by the “Survey.” While
members of WMO and
Little Dixie
Speleologists explored
and mapped Smallin,
the contingency from
Jeff City were sent to
check out a cave lead
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in a karst area about
one-half mile NNW of
Smallin Cave.
What the group found
was a second entrance
to Smallin that was
later named Jeff Cave
in their honor. It is a
sinkhole cave that descends sharply into the
earth and at its lowest
and terminal point is
actually lower than the
internal passage of
Smallin where the two
caves are connected. It
was not possible to
pass through the connection at that time due
to a debris clog, but the
pass-through has since
been accomplished.
The Mid-Missouri Speleological Club produced their second
newsletter in January
1959. By this time they
were participating in
field trips to Carroll
Cave in Camden
County, and to caves in
other counties including a cave cleanup trip
to a cave in Meramec
State Park.

In March 1959 the
club produced their
third newsletter featuring descriptions and
maps of still more
caves including Storm
Cellar Cave (Boone
County); a sketch map
of Wardsville Cave
(Cole County); sketch
maps of Rock Town
Cave, Box Cave, Sleuth
Cave, Rift Cave, Spider
Cave, Bump Ridge
Cave, Dog Den Cave
(Callaway County) and
Sphagetti Cave, the
longest and most significant cave in Callaway County.
They would return
later with cavers from
Little Dixie Speleologists to secure better
quality maps of the
caves they had found in
Callaway County.
The MMS cavers
were very active in
pursing cave leads and
in finding new caves to
record.
I got married in May
1959 and moved to Columbia. By mid-1960
most of the original

cavers in the MidMissouri Speleological
Club had graduated
from high school and
moved on to other
challenges. The club
died a lingering death
for lack of leadership
and the ability to attract new members
even though they did
one very commendable thing – they attempted to interest
black students from
Lincoln University to
join the club and become Missouri cavers.
This effort was
made at a time when
segregation was still
the way of life in Jefferson City. The effort, though unsuccessful, was aided by
Mrs. Phyllis Wills who
was in the journalism
department at Lincoln.
Her son was a member of the MMS.
The club sponsored
a meeting on the campus of Lincoln University and a news release describing the
club and its purposes
was published in the
Lincoln Clarion, a campus publication, on
Jan. 16, 1959.
So, if someday you
are prowling through
the old correspondence of the Missouri
Speleological Survey’s
archives, or you happen to be looking at
some of the old cave
maps and see the
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name of this early
caving club or one of
its members, you now
know when, where and
how this small club
came to be and what it
accomplished. Its life
was short but the MidMissouri Speleological
Club made a difference
in the early days of
Missouri’s organized
caving history and left
a legacy to be
remembered.

COMING NEXT IN
THIS SERIES: Part 4
– Lester B. Dill, J
Harlen Bretz and J.
A. Truitt, From a
Cave Historians
Notebook
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Missouri Speleological Survey
Files Report for
January – March 2014

Mick Sutton submitted a
nearly-complete draft of
Powder Mill Creek Cave,
Shannon County. Originally drafted on paper by
Doug Baker, Mick has
spent some years finishing
it up. Mick also sent a map
of Little Barren Cave in
Ripley County.
Jon Beard sent a nice map
of Cave of the Winds in
Roaring River State Park,
part of the ongoing work
there. Jon sent reports on
that cave plus reports on
Precarious Cave and Glade
Pit on Mark Twain National Forest. He followed
this up with maps of Precarious Cave and Four Step
Flowstone Cave in Barry
County. Later Jon sent
maps of Chimney Hole
Cave, Breezeway Cave,
and Root Column Cave, all
in Christian County. And
Jon sent a map of Steins
Creek Cave, 1300’ long, in
Wright County. It was
mapped by the late Bob
Taylor a few years back
and Jon drafted it up. And
Jon sent a new map of
Cave Spring Onyx Caverns
in Carter County.
Ben Miller sent a map of
Mores Branch Cave on
MTNF land in Taney
County. And Ben sent 4
new cave locations, with
reports, from the same
county. Plus Ben sent a
nice description of a cave
in Crawford County. And
then Ben sent nice reports
on a bunch (like twenty-

something) caves from
Stone, Taney, Saline,
Crawford, and other counties. Later, Ben sent four
more detailed cave descriptions from Stone and Taney
County.
Nice work!
Chad McCain sent in a
beautiful map of 114’ deep
Widowmaker Pit in Ste.
Genevieve County. He also
sent in a lengthy trip report
on Purgatory Pit/Lloyds
Cave, same county. Plus
Chad sent a map of 150 ft
deep Blackfathom Pit, part
of the BF system. Lastly he
sent eight quads of the
Blackfathom River cave
map. Following all of this
up he sent in a new cave
location for Callaway
County along with entrance
photos, plus revised locations of some known caves
in Ste. Genevieve County
and at least two new caves
from his wanderings.
Dan Lamping sent in three
reports on new caves on
Pioneer Forest land in
Shannon County.
Rhonda Rimer of MDC, a
constant contributor, sent
reports on caves in Dallas,
Camden, Stone, and
McDonald Counties.
Matt Bumgardner of SPG
sent a wealth of photos
from various Mark Twain
NF and DSP caves in Barry
and Christian Counties.
Jim Sherrell sent in an im-

proved location and other
information on a cave in St.
Francois County. Jim also
sent a town plat for
Schumer Springs, in Perry
County – a town that never
came to be.
Joe Light sent in a whole
pile of missing, lost, or
found caves in St. Louis. (I
am just behind in getting
the records into the database or else I would give
updated numbers for caves
recorded in the city.)
Mark Jones sent in a bunch
of trip reports which will
be incorporated in the files.
Craig Williams sent an
archaeological report on a
cave in Dade County that
was long ago submerged
by a lake.
Lawrence Ireland sent a
revised location and photos
for a cave in Christian
County.
(I have been extraordinarily busy and out of
town/state, so apologies to
those I have overlooked or
not gotten to.)
Scott House
Missouri Cave Database
1606 Luce St.
Cape Girardeau MO 63701
573-651-3782
scott_house@hotmail.com
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Many volunteers and groups represented this weekend, April 26th & 27th, 2014, both financially and through
sweat equity to build these two cave gates for a Pulaski County landowner. Forging both a lasting relationship
for controlled cave access and protection for unique environments. A generous thank you to all contributors!
Photos by Andy Free
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Foggy glasses, diarrhea,
decrepitude, a slipped
plate, well I guess it could
have been worse. Thank
goodness no one actually
got hurt, just embarrassed.
It was one of the most
handicapped field trips I’ve
seen in a long time and I
wasn’t on the caving team.
Rosie and I showed up to
see what the entrance to
the cave looked like after
the cave had been closed
to the public for some 25
years and to participate in
some small way in a grotto
field trip. I’ve always maintained that former show
caves are among the most
hazardous caves you can
venture into and the front
portions of Indian Burial
were in horrible condition.
Those who were on the
caving team included Justin
and Cicily Wagner (the
new owners of the cave
property), Jarret Ellis,
Craig Noyes, Tyler Gamble, Brittaney Duncan, Ken
Long, Darren Donley and
Steve Atteberry. The
stated goal of the trip was
to penetrate the cave at
least as far and the old
cave map and perhaps go
beyond where the mappers stopped years ago. As
quickly becomes obvious
to those who ventured in,
you have to be skinny to

Indian Burial Cave Entrance
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HANDICAPPED AT INDIAN BURIAL CAVE
May 3, 2014
By Dwight Weaver
really appreciate the innards of Indian Burial
Cave. Most of them, I understand, made it at least
as far as the map which is
somewhere between 600
and 1000 feet. Beyond
that, I understand, are
some high domes.
The cave was in its commercial glory in the 1970s
and early 1980s as an operation owned and operated by Lee Mace of Ozark
Opry fame and Al Lechner.
The cave’s cultural history
extends back to when the
property was settled by J.
A. Atkisson in the late
1850s. According to the
Atkisson family when the
Civil War broke out certain locals hid in the cave
to avoid conscription and
they stayed in the cave
until a guerrilla band terrorizing the community
chose the then remote
cave for a rendezvous
point. During that period J.
A. Atkisson found it
healthier to go elsewhere
and so did the parties hiding in the cave.
It is said that in 1894 the
cave was searched for hidden gold based on a buried
treasure legend but noth-

Photo by Dwight Weaver

ing was found.
James F. Atkisson, the
great grandson of J. A. Atkisson discovered Indian
relics and burials in the
cave entrance in 1959.
During the following year
he created a road down to
the cave and tried using
donkeys for visitors to ride
down to the cave entrance
but that was impractical so
he switched to jeeps. The
tour area was primarily in
the spacious entrance area.
He also trenched back
about 150 feet in the wide
passage to make the tour
route longer. The burials
were displayed beneath
glass.
Atikisson’s commercial
efforts were not profitable,
primarily because there
was little to recommend it
as a show cave and it was
too far down D road from
the main highway to attract people. So he leased
the cave to Lee Mace and
Al Lechner of Lake Ozark.
The new operators installed an inclined cable car
down the hillside, removed
much of the fill in the cave
back for several hundred
feet, dammed the stream
course to create a small
lake for underground boat
rides, housed in the cave
entrance and added many
additional artifacts to the
displays. The gift shop was
located on the hilltop.
For a number of years Lee
Mace turned the operation
into a gold mine by promoting it with his successful country music show.
His auditorium was in
Osage Beach. At the end

Justin Wagner

of each show he’d plug the
cave and the next morning
the parking lot would be
jammed with customers.
Lee Mace died in a private
plane crash in 1985 and a
few years later the cave
closed and never
reopened.
Today the cave property
has a new owner who
plans to build his home on
the hill above the cave
where the parking lot used
to be. He and his wife are
young and enthusiastic
about caves and with what
they plan to do with the
property. At the top of
their list is to build their
home, which will have a
spectacular view of the
Osage River valley below
Bagnell Dam, and to
restore the cave to its
original character. This
second goal is going be a
major task because Mace
and Lechner modified the
interior of the cave so
much. Lake Ozark Grotto
(LOG) was invited to be a
part of this restoration
process.
The road down to the
cave is so steep with so
much loose gravel and no
trees or scrub to hang
onto, it’s nearly impossible
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to walk down without falling on your behind several
times, tough to get back
up, and would even be a
challenge to most 4-wheel
drive vehicles. Going down
and climbing back up was
almost more than Rosie
and I, especially me, could
manage, thus the word
decrepitude in the first line
of this story.
One of the problems that
beset LOG these days is
aging of the club’s former
caving champions and not
enough young blood. They
still think they can meet
the challenges and no one
wants to admit that they
are perhaps getting a bit
too old for such attempts.
That old expression “you
are only as old as you think
you are” is not true when
it comes to caving. Steve
Atteberry was beset with
diarrhea so he elected to
not go deep into the cave
(and who would want to
follow close on his heels?).
Darren Donley did not
wear his contacts so he
wore his glasses. He got a
ways into the cave and his
glasses fogged up so bad he
couldn’t see and for some
reason couldn’t get the
glasses wiped clear so they
would stay clear. So he
came fumbling back yelling
that he couldn’t see and
Ken Long, who managed
to get to the first real low
crawl where the metal
plate in his neck slipped
and he had to return only
to encounter Darren’s
plight and lead the blind
man out. Rosie and I stood
within the entrance watching and listening to all of
this drama, just glad we
didn’t embarrass ourselves
by trying to crawl the cave.
Had I tried it you would
have just ended up having
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to bury me in “Idiot Burial
Cave” and that would not
have been, in my opinion, a
dignified burial site.
The incline rail is still there
and the car people once
rode up and down in sits
on the tracks in weeds at
the top of the track in horrible condition. The balustrade of boards covering
the entrance is not in good
condition and the doorway
hangs askew (On this Saturday a friendly little snake
hung near the doorway as
a greeter). The dam that
impounded the lake and
the lake retaining walls are
still present. On this date
the lake contained about
12-18 inches of water. The
circular overflow outlet
was plugged with debris.
On a previous preliminary
trip the club made, the
lake was dry. The chain
link fence inside that once
cordoned off the artifact
site is still present.
Will restoration require to
removal of the incline railway equipment? Will the
old dam, retaining walls
and overflow mechanism
need to be dynamited and
bulldozed out? The whistle
could remain to serve as a
drain for the cave stream. I
see no way to return the
fill to the cave entrance.
The old board balustrade
material can simply be torn
down and burned on site
and a lot of landscaping

done with hand tools. Will
restoration call for removing the old walkway
stretches? Will it entail
creating an improved road
or could a long flight of
concrete steps be created
for cave access?
A cave gate is called for
and it will probably need
to be a bat friendly gate
because there is evidence
that gray bats are using the
cave. Such a gate would be
most practical further into
the cave where it is low
and excavation for the lake
created a small waterfall.

The Old Cable Car used to go
down the hill to the cave.
Photo by Dwight Weaver

It would be nice if, in some
fashion, this cave could be
used as an educational site
if for no other reason than
to stress that Indian Burial
Cave is not the best cave
for aging cavers.

Looking out of the cave entrance

Photo by Dwight Weaver
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Kiesewetter
Cave

The room was
filled with bats
ready to say
“hi” to Spring.

I love caving! For my
first time caving, I was
kinda nervous. But I
really wanted to get
down and muddy! I
was so excited so getting the gate open
took FOREVER. But
once it was open, we
got down and crawled
through the mud
(seeing the occasional
frogs) until we
reached the first
room. The room was
filled with bats ready
to say “hi” to Spring.
The bats were the
coolest part to me.
They were so cute!
We had to check all of
them to make sure
there was no white
nose. White Nose is a
white fungus that
grows on the nose
and wings of bats. It
causes bats to wake
up from hibernation in
mid-winter! You can
imagine what happens
next. We went room
to room covered in
mud, admiring the
cave. I liked to crawl
in small spots since I
was the smallest one
there. We kept going
and going until we
reached the “Birth
Canal” of the cave.
Then we had to go
back. I was disappointed because I was

having so much fun
and wanted to keep
going. But I knew
there were other
caves. Ken (the man
guy) wanted to teach
me and the others on
safety in caves. He
went over some basic
stuff like having extra
batteries for our helmets. The big thing he
went over was if you
and a buddy go into a
cave, your buddy’s
knocked out. Can you
remember the way
out? Well, I did. I led
everyone back three
rooms. (I will remind
you it was my first
time caving!) Though I
have saved you the
best for last. Heartwigs Paradise (named
after the owner of the
cave). It was so beautiful. Where the water
runs down is white.
No mud! It is so beautiful, I can’t explain it.
All I can say is go see
it for yourself! So all
and all, go caving. It’s
soooo much fun! (But
remember to bring
food because you’ll be
hungry.) –Peyton
Easter

Can you
remember
the way
out?
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LOG Minutes
April 8th, 2014
The April meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, at the Camden
Co. Museum in Linn Creek, MO.
Roll Call. Nine members present.
The minutes of the October meeting were read and approved. Treasury report: Nov. checking balance
was: $350.11; Expenses: Xmas party (turkey) -$17.20; Xmas party (ham & prizes) -$22.00; Speleograph - $42.09; MSS affiliation fee -$25.00; Bldg. rental -$100.00. Income: Money collected from
donation box $65.00; Dues $90.00. Ending balance $298.82. Savings - $2251.08; cd - $3196.45 Total $5846.35.
We had two guests: Jarrett Ellis and Craig Noyes.
Old business: Chairman Long reported on a trip to Indian Burial Cave on March 20th with Darren Donley, Gary & Alberta Zumwalt and the owner, Justin Wagner. The owner would like to convert the cave
back to its natural state and possibly gate the cave. This could be a grotto project. Dwight Weaver told
about the history of the cave. Chairman Long said that we would have to determine if there were any
endangered bats using the cave. On the recent trip, there were 17 grotto salamanders, lots of pipistrelles, and several pickerel frogs just in the front part of the cave. The owner might want to leave the
boat there. Dwight suggested a chain link fence at the entrance and a bat gate at the dammed up area.
The next step will be a grotto trip to check out the entire cave.
Goodwin Sink. Chairman Long reported that Klaus Leidenfrost said 62 dump truck loads (762 tons)
were hauled out of Goodwin Sink during March work days, 25th – 27th. The Zumwalts were there on the
26th and sorted trash from the dirt. Chairman Long showed pictures of Goodwin during the recent big
rains.
CCC - Chairman Long reported that it was just announced that 20.1 miles have been surveyed in Carroll Cave.
New Business: The Secretary said that Chairman Long had bought a new computer and the program
that he does the Speleograph will not work with Windows 8 so he bought Nuance Professional PDF 8
at a cost of $50. Dwight Weaver made a motion to reimburse Chairman Long for the program. Seconded by Bill Pfantz. Passed.
Speleograph. Chairman Long said the Speleograph will look different and showed what it will look like.
He said he needs stories and articles as soon as possible so he can get used to the new program. He
asked if Christen or Peyton Easter would do a report on Kiesewetter.
Cave trips. On Feb. 2nd, there was a trip to Stubblefield with Chairman Long, Darren Donley, Christen
Easter, Brenda Goodnight and Dennis Novicky. They saw 30-40 pipistrelles. Christen saw a small
snake in the entrance.
On Mar. 30th - Chairman Long, Darren Donley, Christen and Peyton Easter took cavers from MSM into
Kiesewetter Cave. There were about 17 on the trip including Jarrett, a guest at this meeting.
Chairman Long did a presentation on the grotto website and asked that anyone with suggestions to let
him know.
Chairman Long said that Jon Beard had taken a picture of the only bat that was seen in the cave at
Goodwin Sink and that it had WNS.
Meeting adjourned.—respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt, Secretary
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LOG Minutes
April 8th, 2014
The April meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, at the Camden
Co. Museum in Linn Creek, MO.
Roll Call. Nine members present.
The minutes of the October meeting were read and approved. Treasury report: Nov. checking balance
was: $350.11; Expenses: Xmas party (turkey) -$17.20; Xmas party (ham & prizes) -$22.00; Speleograph - $42.09; MSS affiliation fee -$25.00; Bldg. rental -$100.00. Income: Money collected from
donation box $65.00; Dues $90.00. Ending balance $298.82. Savings - $2251.08; cd - $3196.45 Total $5846.35.
We had two guests: Jarrett Ellis and Craig Noyes.
Old business: Chairman Long reported on a trip to Indian Burial Cave on March 20th with Darren Donley, Gary & Alberta Zumwalt and the owner, Justin Wagner. The owner would like to convert the cave
back to its natural state and possibly gate the cave. This could be a grotto project. Dwight Weaver told
about the history of the cave. Chairman Long said that we would have to determine if there were any
endangered bats using the cave. On the recent trip, there were 17 grotto salamanders, lots of pipistrelles, and several pickerel frogs just in the front part of the cave. The owner might want to leave the
boat there. Dwight suggested a chain link fence at the entrance and a bat gate at the dammed up area.
The next step will be a grotto trip to check out the entire cave.
Goodwin Sink. Chairman Long reported that Klaus Leidenfrost said 62 dump truck loads (762 tons)
were hauled out of Goodwin Sink during March work days, 25th – 27th. The Zumwalts were there on the
26th and sorted trash from the dirt. Chairman Long showed pictures of Goodwin during the recent big
rains.
CCC - Chairman Long reported that it was just announced that 20.1 miles have been surveyed in Carroll Cave.
New Business: The Secretary said that Chairman Long had bought a new computer and the program
that he does the Speleograph will not work with Windows 8 so he bought Nuance Professional PDF 8
at a cost of $50. Dwight Weaver made a motion to reimburse Chairman Long for the program. Seconded by Bill Pfantz. Passed.
Speleograph. Chairman Long said the Speleograph will look different and showed what it will look like.
He said he needs stories and articles as soon as possible so he can get used to the new program. He
asked if Christen or Peyton Easter would do a report on Kiesewetter.
Cave trips. On Feb. 2nd, there was a trip to Stubblefield with Chairman Long, Darren Donley, Christen
Easter, Brenda Goodnight and Dennis Novicky. They saw 30-40 pipistrelles. Christen saw a small
snake in the entrance.
On Mar. 30th - Chairman Long, Darren Donley, Christen and Peyton Easter took cavers from MSM into
Kiesewetter Cave. There were about 17 on the trip including Jarrett, a guest at this meeting.
Chairman Long did a presentation on the grotto website and asked that anyone with suggestions to let
him know.
Chairman Long said that Jon Beard had taken a picture of the only bat that was seen in the cave at
Goodwin Sink and that it had WNS.
Meeting adjourned.—respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt, Secretary
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LOG Minutes

The May meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, at the Camden
Co. Museum in Linn Creek, MO.
Roll Call. Eleven members present.
The minutes of the April meeting were read and approved. Treasury report: Apr. checking balance was:
$298.82; Expenses: computer program for Chairman Long for Speleograph - $50.00; Memorial to
MCKC for Joe Walsh - $25.00. Income: Dues $15.00. Ending balance $238.82. Savings - $2251.18; cd
- $3196.45 Total - $5586.45.
Chairman Long explained that the donation box at each meeting goes toward paying the rent at the
Museum for the monthly meetings.
MVOR – May 16th-18th in Barry Co., hosted by OHG.
Chairman Long said that He wants someone to report on three organizations: MSS, MCKC and CCC.
Gary Zumwalt does the MSS. Burke Easter volunteered to do the CCC. Gary Braman volunteered to do
the MCKC.
Goodwin trip will be May 17th. The Zumwalts will be delivering lunch. Chairman Long said he needs to
get in touch with Darren Donley to get some buckets for use at the sinkhole. There are supposed to be
20 Ft Leonard Wood soldiers and 10 Green Gable boys with their supervisors (thanks to Burke & Christen Easter). They will be trying to dig more of the cave out.
Gary Braman reported on Crystal Caverns at Cassville. Lots of fake formations in the cave which are
deteriorating. Dwight Weaver said that the MCKC is now leasing the cave. Gary Braman reported on
Crystal City Underground which has two 18-hole disc golf courses, volleyball courts, pole vault, bar, etc
in the Festus area, south of St. Louis. Chairman Long said that Marvel Cave has a manmade waterfall.
Kerry Rowland brought up Arrow Point Cave. Dwight said they were going to have an underground restaurant but fell on hard times.
MSS – Gary Zumwalt reported on the MSS meeting weekend at Powder Mill and handed out copies of
the minutes. Kerry Rowland said about 35 people attended the work trips. He said he went to Branson
Cave with his daughter, Kira, and Jeff Crews and his daughter, Isabelle. They also checked out a promising lead with a potential for huge cave and will be going back. He said Branson Cave is gated but the
girls were able to slip through the gate before the key got there.
Speleograph. Chaiman Long needs articles. Peyton Easter turned in an article on a Kiesewetter Cave
trip. The issue will come out the end of June.
Chairman Long reported on a trip to Indian Burial on May 3rd with Justin & Cicely Wagner (new owners), Brittaney Duncan, Tyler Gamble, Jarrett Ellis, Craig Noyes, Darren Donley, Steve Atteberry,
Dwight & Rosie Weaver and himself. Dwight & Rosie stayed in the entrance. Chairman Long developed
a problem and didn’t get very far. Jarrett Ellis said there were large piles of guano and he thinks it’s
gray bats. He said it took 15-20 minutes to go back to the end of the cave where the map ended. Chairman Long said that Jarrett sent the owner an overlay of the cave. Kerry Rowland said that in the 80’s,
several people had gone further back in the cave and it was bad. He said Tom Atkisson and Steve Atteberry were on that trip. Jarrett said there was a lot of trash, 12-2 wire with sockets all along it. Chairman Long said he was taking pictures and went back to get his slave units when he met Darren Donley
coming out saying he couldn’t see because of fogged glasses.
Frank Hurley reported on a state owned cave in Florida dating from the CCC days. He said they had to
walk ¼ mile to the entrance in the northern part of Florida. The cave had nice formations, no water. The
cave formed by hydrostatic pressure, the river came up and went back out, dissolved the cave out that
way.
Jarrett Ellis attended the Allie Spring/Mill Creek gating project near Dixon, Pulaski Co. He said Brenda
Goodnight and Dennis Novicky were there, too.
Dwight Weaver gave a very informative presentation of old slides. The program for the June meeting
will be Peyton Easter. Meeting adjourned.—respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt.
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LOG Minutes
June 10th, 2014
The June meeting of Lake Ozarks Grotto was called to order by Ken Long, Chairman, at the Camden
Co. Museum in Linn Creek, MO.
Roll Call. Nine members present.
The minutes of the May meeting were read and approved. Treasury report: May checking balance was:
$238.82; Income: Dues $30.00. Ending balance $268.82. Savings - $2251.27; cd - $3196.45 Total $5716.54.
Chairman Long said he is still working on the business cards.
Chairman Long reported that Eugene Vale and Jo Schaper had been in an auto accident and were
both seriously injured.
Chairman Long said we have a celebrity in our midst: An interview on Lake history with Dwight Weaver
was shown on Lake Channel 3 on June 5th.
The next Goodwin trip will be June 29th with the possibility of using a sewer camera to see in the cave.
New member, Jarrett Ellis, volunteered to be in charge of the Morgan Co. project.
Chairman Long made several announcements: June 28th – MCKC meeting at the home of Amy Crews;
Sept. 6th-7th – MSS weekend at Powder Mill Research Center; Oct. 2nd-5th – Jacob’s Cave Swap; May
2nd-3rd – MSS weekend at Berome Moore, Perry Co.
CCC – Burke Easter reported on their website. He said there had been a biology trip with Bill Gee & Dr.
Ashley. Some discussion of Carroll Cave history and politics.
Speleograph – Chairman Long thanked Dwight Weaver for the excellent article that he had submitted
on Indian Burial Cave. All articles need to be sent to Chairman Long. If he doesn’t get them in time for
this issue, he will put them in the next issue.
Gary & Alberta Zumwalt took lunch to Goodwin on May 31st. There were 31 Ft. Leonard Wood soldiers,
7 Green Gables boys with Burke Easter and another supervisor, Chuck Lahmeyer and Klaus Leidenfrost. The sump in the cave was re-opened. Gary cut the weeds out of the orange fencing and
some multi-flora roses with his new weedeater with a brush blade. The Zumwalts took their Grandsons,
Derek & Brandon, to Springfield for three days and took them to Fantastic Caverns.
Dwight Weaver announced a new book, The Longest Year: The Indiana Caverns Development Story
by Gary Roberson. There was a review in the June NSS News. Dwight said he was going to get the
book.—respectfully submitted, Alberta Zumwalt.

Devils Pit, Arkansas
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Breakdown
Ken Long – Why did the blond stare at the bottle of orange juice? It said
“concentrate….”
Bill Pfantz – Ken’s thinking about doing his hair blond –to get in on the action….
Ken Long, talking about Darren Donley – Darren always says there ain’t nothing
better than digging in a cave……
Dwight Weaver – That’s the nice thing about getting old….. You don’t have to go
anymore……
Bill Pfantz – I don’t go in the winter time….
Gary Braman – Don’t let the truth stand in the way of a good story….
A pink Barbie lunchbox at the Indian Burial cave trip……
Ken Long - ……out in the middle of BFE…..
Kerry Rowland – You know you’re getting old when a trip you were on 10-15
years ago seems like yesterday…..
Frank Hurley – Write a book, tell some lies…..
Dwight Weaver – Yeah, we’re good at that…….
So, Darren Donley got fogged in Indian Burial Cave….. and Ken got his plate out
of whack????
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Calling
The
Crawlers
When I open my eyes
all I see is darkness,
but the smell…..
Spring. Oh, I love
spring. The colors, the
smells, the light. I had
to go out there.
The room I hibernated in was the 2nd
room or Spring Room.
We call it that because when spring
comes, you can smell
it. It’s not too far from
the opening of the
cave either. So you
can be the first to see
spring.
Before I went out, I
wanted to see what
the hot spot looked
like. The humans
called it paradise.
Something to do with
hearts and wigs.
Those humans are
weird. When I got
there, it was as beautiful as ever. It survived
winter. Back to room
one, the opening.
I was doing normal bat
stuff like dodging water when I almost ran
into a human. They
had mud all over ‘em.
Haven’t their mother
teach them how to act
in a cave? They just
crawled all over the
floor, it looked like.
I quickly went to my
home in the cave.

Room 3 ½ or just the
Start. We call it that
because that’s when
the hard stuff start.
Well 3’s called that.
They just added on
our half because you
have to pass through
our little hallway to
keep going.
Not too long later,
the humans came.
Two of them went
down the slide and sat
right under me. The
others went through
Room 3. The little girl
(looked like the smallest one) kept looking
at me. Not what I
thought though. She
looked like she was in
love, not like she was
going to scream. The
other one (she was
real small too, but you
can tell, she was an
adult) looked at me
once and said something about me and a
white nose.
After they left, I went
to the opening and
looked in a puddle.
No white nose. I just
noticed that I was at
the opening. I quickly
flew outside before I
got sidetracked.
Oh! It wasn’t night
anymore. I quickly
went inside. Stupid
humans. I’ll have to
wait.
When I reached the
humans, they were in
the “Meeting Room,”
the biggest room in
the cave. We all meet

there every once in
awhile.
They went down a
hole. It looks like they
were going to Birth
Canal. They can’t go
down there! They’ll
find out our secret. I
have to tell the crawlers.
When I got to the
crawlers section of
the cave, I told the
King Frog. He said
he’ll send some
younger troops.
Whatever that
means….
I went the long way
(the way the humans
had gone). Yep! They
were at the Birth Canal. They had a look of
disappointment on
their faces. I hid until
they left. Afterwards, I
went to go see what
the fuss was about.
They were babies! I
guess the humans didn’t want to step on
the baby crawlers.
Way-to-go-crawlers!
When I got back to
the opening, it was
still day, and the humans were gone. (I
waited a little while
before I went to
check.) All well.
When I got home, (or
just the Start) I was
exhausted. I went
straight to sleep. Yes,
it might’ve been a
small adventure, but it
was big for a small bat
like me! – Peyton
Easter
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I guess the
humans
didn’t want
to step on the
baby crawlers.

